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Easily one of the best combat platformers I've played. Fighting feels really satisfying and even though it's EA everything feels
really polished and finished. It's got a bunch of modes on versus and single player. Really fun game! For local multiplayer don't
even think twice, just grab this gem!! Oh, and the music is great!. A slick Zelda clone. There's a high chance you might like it.
And I really wanted to like it but I'm requesting a refund out of specific reasons. Hate to be that guy, but here's why.

I'm a parent and don't have much time. And this game tries too much to waste my time.

The attack animation stops movement. Pushing boulders takes such a long time. And the first dungeon is filled with sokoban
involving pushing boulders.

What led me to quitting the game: I made it past a certain gate, past the first sokoban puzzle behind, and failed at the next
puzzle (balloon). Then I realized that if I wanted to reset the balloon, I had to backtrack and do the sokoban again. Slowly
pushing boulders. I don't ragequit in competitive games, but here I did. <<-- Edit: apparently there was a shortcut that I
overlooked!

Now I appreciate the older Zelda games even more. They were limited to (mostly) one-screen-at-a-time, which led to slick and
elegant design. Sadly, this is not what I can say about this game. I guess there is fun to be had for people with more patience and
time, but it's not for me.

Best of luck with your next project.

One last thing: the game does establish the sense of discovery, but apparently I'm to collect eight... objects? Just about any other
word would invoke more sense of w onder: amulets, shards, essence... but objects?. Some neat views of the planets, but it
stutters quite a bit on my beefy rig (6850K SLI 1080's) and the controls weren't consistent ( i tried to push buttons and grab the
floaty objects, but sometimes it would grab and sometimes it wouldn't).. cool idea grat creation game and has SPLIT SCREEN.
I like the concept but the game is far too short for 10 quid.
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The story is okay, but no matter what you pick you get some variant of "save the folk from the orcs and fade in the sunset with
ladyboy elf".

The variation between paths is minimal and boring. The characters are dull. For a visual novel, there's just nothing here. Spend
your three bucks on something else.. I found this game to be nauseating to play, and playing it for just a few moments caused
me to feel ill with sweat forming on the skin of my face. Ugh. Not to mention, the "puzzles" seem to be very poorly thought out.
It feels like a very quickly made game and quite frankly.. it's just NOT "fun".

Here's a video of my exeprience with this game:
https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=en_bmc9xmuA&feature=youtu.be

Make up your own mind.

My score: 5% (out of 100 possible) ...Not recommended.

Recommendation Instead: Wick, Into the Gloom, or Cry of Fear (free). Simple, yet calming and enjoyable. Love it.. It may look
silly if you give it a first look, but by playing the game, it's both challenging and fun to play. It's gameplay differs in styles as
you progress, making it entertaining and encouraging you with the words: "What will happen next?"
The game's music is also neat, and pleasant to hear in most of the tracks.

Personal rating: 10/10
Both the game and the ost are worth the money.. The game is Good and the Story is awesome! But Sadly the PvP (Ranked)
always give me Connection error even when i can play others online games smoothly. For a $50 game it should have way better
servers. Few days laters and the problem still there. If you are a PvP player look for more info before spending money on this
one. Because refund is usless too.. giant but hole. Ok, I played the game for about an hour or so, and I must say I had a fun time.
I really liked both Shelters, and Wolf Quest. Until today I didn't even know Untamed : LOAC existed. Because it was cheaper
than usual I decided to buy it.

So, what are my views?

 The graphics are quite nice, my laptop is not very good, so I couldn't completely enjoy it for I had to turn it to fastest. It kinda
reminds me of lif graphics, lif has better water though xD

 The gameplay....I'd say it's Shelter and WQ brought together, which is a good thing. You have to find a mate, find a den, give
birth to your cubs, name them, protect them from predators and other mountain lions, feed them. Hunting is pretty fun, though
on easy mode it seems a little too easy.

 Protecting our cubs isn't neccessarily the easiest thing in the world, for sometimes they like to wander off, away from the den. I
also don't like that when you get attacked by a wolf, your character drops the cub, which makes it impossible to run away. In
that moment you're forced to stay and fight the wolf\/wolf pack. To me, dropping the cub\/pup against our will is one of the
most annoying things in such games. I also don't like that if you have a den on that big mountain, and you fall, it takes forever to
come back to the top. I went hunting once, I killed a prey that I can't run with, most of my cubs starved.

If you like sand-box and survival games, and you're a big cat lover, then i highly recommend it.

What else can I say? Give you some tips perhaps?

1. Look out for wolves, hunters, and the crazy male that attacks you to eliminate your offspring,
2. You don't need to look out for the cubs, as long as you're absolutely sure that no predator is near enough to smell them. The
oly problem then is that you might have to carry them one by one a long way.
3. If the vultures, gathering and eating your prey, are a big problem to you, then I recommend putting your kills underneath your
den "roof". They can't reach it there.
4. Attack while carrying a big prey and rushing to get it to your cubs. It will make it faster.. This is TRON, 1990's style.

I say this with love for this game, Tank Universal, that without directly infringing on copyright the authors have adapted the
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game style around our favorite classic movie in an impressive way! Tank Universal sticks to just the tank battles rather than all
the different gaming styles it's obvious inspiration, the movie TRON, taught us about. This indie developer hit the mark with a
sweet blend of tank simulation that is fun to play. It really feels like you are another human wandering the computer plains in a
parallel story to the original TRON movie.

The game only has one real weakness, it wasn't an officially licenses TRON game. Because of this it doesn't have the strongest
story line in terms of dialog and has to makes up for it in presentation. It does this in spades however and can keep you
engrossed as you truly feel like you are alive in the original TRON world. Most of the time, in game, I felt as though a greater
story line could have come about if only the author wasn't skirting copyright. There is an epic sense of why you are playing that
feels like it needs stated outright. This is obvious, for those of us who have seen the original TRON. Without being able to state
the complete and rather epic story that is hidden within Tank Universals premise, the story comes off shallow and lacking. It
feels like we missed the main plot line of something truly epic. Despite this flaw, the game is incredibly fun.

This game is great in what it does, it does WELL! The tank battles are fun, and can be quite challenging! The battlefield is a
living environment and there are some decent physics at play. There is even a small amount of strategy in how you attack
directly affects the results of battles. Watch as the enemy rebuilds his fortress if you slack off on the attack; beware indirect
fire, and call in a Titan to literally tear down your enemies walls.

I only wish that Tank Universal had been a licensed TRON game as this is what the first 3D TRON game should have been. The
licensed official game should have been the sequel to this one! All fans of the movie and or tank battles should try this game
out!

Tanks \/ Simulator combat \/ indie \/ simple strategy \/ retro style. Worst... Because It Was Bored And I Can't Do It Anything in
Fighter Creator.
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